SOAN 400: Senior Seminar and Thesis

The SOAN senior thesis project provides students the opportunity to conduct an extended research project under the mentorship of department faculty. Thesis projects draw on the theoretical perspectives, methodological repertoires, and knowledge areas developed in core and elective SOAN courses. At the same time, the thesis experience invites students to extend their theoretical range and apply their methodological skills in a creative research project.

Given the diversity of concerns, topics and outcomes of research in sociology and anthropology, thesis projects do not conform to any single template. Projects that require quantitative and/or qualitative research methods are equally welcome. SOAN theses may rely on survey collection, statistical analysis, ethnographic fieldwork, formal interview, historical inquiry, textual analysis, etc. Alternatively, thesis projects may be primarily bibliographic in nature, offering a critical synthesis of existing and emerging areas of theory and research.

While all thesis projects result in an extended written document and are presented in a public forum, students in consultation with their mentors determine the precise nature and format of the final project. For example, some thesis projects result in ethnographic essays while others take the form of critical reviews; some theses include policy recommendations while others suggest areas for further research; some theses are presented orally in the form of a conference paper, others as summarized in a research poster.

Laying the Groundwork

Coursework

Core and elective courses that fulfill SOAN major requirements provide the background for the thesis project. These courses provide students with the theoretical perspectives, methodological tools, and knowledge that help to formulate preliminary ideas and the thesis.

The SOAN methods courses (200, 201, 202, 204 and 205) are especially important insofar as they are focused on the conceptualization, practice, and presentation of research projects using recognized approaches in sociology and anthropology. For some students, the projects completed in the methods courses provide direct impetus for senior thesis projects.

Internships, independent studies, and 300 level seminars provide another set of courses from which students may begin preparation for their senior theses projects.

Students are encouraged to speak with their course instructors and advisors about thesis ideas inspired by their coursework.
Off campus and overseas programs

SOAN students often begin thesis-directed independent research while participating in off campus and overseas programs. This research can be conducted without having determined the exact nature of the thesis project. Indeed, open-ended ethnographic research can be instrumental in helping to define a thesis project and collect relevant data and sources. Students planning to enroll in off campus-programs are encouraged to share their interest in conducting thesis-directed research with their advisors prior to leaving campus.

SAAB funded research

SOAN students have great success in receiving SAAB grants to fund domestic and international research relating to their senior thesis. Such research is typically conducted during the winter or summer break. Information about the application process can be found on the SAAB website. Interested students should contact their advisors and the SAAB representative in the SOAN department.

Independent Studies

Students interested in beginning research for their thesis projects prior to enrolling in SOAN 400 may arrange for an independent study with a department faculty member.

Pre-Thesis Advising

SOAN majors should arrange a pre-thesis meeting with their advisors during the first semester of their junior year. At that meeting, advisors will review the pre thesis registration processes for SOAN 400.

Students are encouraged to prepare for this advising meeting by writing a narrative that addresses the following questions:

1. How might current and completed SOAN courses inspire a thesis project? How might the projects you conducted in your methods courses (SOAN 200, 201, 202, 204 and 205) inspire a thesis project?

2. How might your participation in off campus or overseas program(s) provide a foundation for your thesis project?

3. How might an internship and/or independent study provide foundations(s) for your thesis project?

4. How might a SAAB grant support thesis related research?
Registering for SOAN 400

Registration for SOAN 400 takes place during the spring semester prior to a student’s senior year.

In order to be granted permission to register for SOAN 400, students must:

- Complete the on-line SOAN 400 pre-registration form on the department website early in the term.
- Submit a preliminary thesis proposal (see below) to the SOAN office (sasberry@lclark.edu) no later than April 1. Please include your last name in the saved document, e.g., smith pre-thesis proposal.

Students are notified of their SOAN 400 section assignment by the beginning of spring term registration. Permission to register for the course is granted by the section instructor after review of the preliminary thesis proposal.

The Preliminary Thesis Proposal

The proposal consists of the following elements:

- Title
- Proposal statement indicating the expected research topic, theoretical framework, and methods (1-2 pages)
- Annotated bibliography (1-2 pages)

The proposal represents a first effort to conceptualize a project, consider its sociological and/or anthropological framing, and determine appropriate methods. In some cases, the preliminary proposal will reflect research already conducted in previous classes, during overseas programs, or funded by SAAB grants. In other cases, the preliminary proposal will coincide with grant proposals under review. In yet other cases, the preliminary proposal will chart a new project yet to be initiated.

The proposal is not a binding contract. The proposal process is meant to initiate a discussion between students and their advisors rather than to constrain future developments and alterations. Indeed, it is expected the projects will grow and potentially diverge from the preliminary proposal.
Thesis Preparation

1. Following submission of the thesis proposal, students will meet with the thesis instructors as a group during the semester prior to enrollment in the class (students taking thesis in the fall will meet with the instructors during the prior spring semester; students taking thesis in the spring will meet with the instructors in the prior fall semester.) During that meeting, faculty instructors will explain the thesis writing process and the annotated bibliography.

2. On the first day of thesis class, all students will turn in an annotated bibliography of TEN (10) articles. This will be a more formal expansion of the annotated bibliography that you provided with your thesis proposal. The materials may include, e.g., background information for your thesis topic, theoretical perspectives, topical research, or methodological studies. Your instructor will provide you with information on format and content.

3. Along with the annotated bibliography, please turn in a one-paragraph description of the project. This may or may not be what you handed in for your project proposal as projects tend to morph over time.

4. If you are overseas during this time, please contact your assigned instructor for information.

Honors and Awards

Honors

Students with a 3.50 GPA in the department are eligible for departmental honors. Eligible students wishing to be considered for honors must submit their thesis one week prior to the last day of class. Theses submitted for honors are reviewed by at least two faculty members in the department.

The department grants honors to theses recommended by both reviewing faculty. Students are notified of the award by the end of the exam period.

Electronic Posting

The SOAN department keeps an archive of all student theses. Theses are collected in digital form and managed by Watzek Library. Submission instructions can be found on the library’s website and in Student Resources section of the department website.
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